Report of the Clubs Representative to SSMU Legislative Council
October 24, 2019

Clubs Committee

● Clubs committee has finally commenced our meetings for this academic year (yay!). We have convened two meetings, on October 11, 2019 and October 18, 2019. This means that we have now begun the process of approving and rejecting clubs for interim status, reviewing sanctions, reviewing status revisions, reviewing constitutional changes, and discussing club policies.

● Thus far, we have given interim status to several clubs, approved sanction revisions, and provided feedback to changes regarding sanction revision policy to the Vice-President Student Life.

● Further, we have been discussing revising the rubric for interim- and full-status clubs. If you would like to have a say on this matter, we’d love your input! Send an email to my wonderful colleague Councillor Kaye (clubsrep1@ssmu.ca) or myself (clubsrep2@ssmu.ca) if you have any insight to share.

Constituent Affairs

● Significant dismay over the loss of samosa sale capabilities, which is a major source of fundraising for many clubs on campus. Clubs are hoping a solution can be found.

Respectfully Submitted,

Victoria Flaherty
clubsrep2@ssmu.ca
Clubs Representative to Legislative Council
Students’ Society of McGill University